. LC-MS/MS identification of rCsTegu20.6. Figure S1 . Characterization of CsTegu20.6 sequence. CsTegu20.6 cDNA (528 nt) and deduced amino acid sequence (175 aa) are displayed. The shadowed fragment indicates the EF-hand calcium-binding domain (PS00018) and the underlined fragment represents the dynein light-chain domain (PF01221). Figure S2 . Evaluation of 3D model of CsTegu20.6 after using I-TASSER and FG-MD. Ramachandran plot showed the residues in the most favored regions (64.8%), additional allowed regions (28.3%), generously allowed regions (3.1%), and disallowed regions (3.8%). Red (A, B, L), yellow (a, b, l, p) and light yellow (~a, ~b, ~l, ~p) indicate the most favored regions, allowed regions and generously allowed regions. White shows disallowed regions. All non-glycine and non-proline residues are shown as closed black squares while glycines (non-end) are shown as closed black triangles. Disallowed residues are colored in red. 
